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Here's the truth: 
Fruits and vegetables are examined before they 
reach supermarket shelves. If their size or shape 
doesn't meet a certain standard, it's thrown out. 

Produce is being thrown out by 

FakE 

the ton because of how it looks! 



CUS 
GMESSION 

17% 
Around 17% food grown 
is wasted in households 

691-783 
MIILLIONS 

This many people faced 
hunger in 2022 !! 

When food waste rots, it creates methane. 
That's even more potent than carbon dioxide. 



DMPOST 

WA 

Were's how 
In your school canteen left over which can't be 

There are multiple guides 
available to learn how to 

Compost. 

eaten by you then it can eaten by your plants 
definitely. 



REER 
In school canteen lot's of 
food is wasted which can 

be freezed appropriately. 

Throwing out food is not only a waste of 
produce and your money. It's actually harmful 
to the environment. That's because when food 
breaks down, it creates methane gas. 

Do what you ca to 
reducAwato 



IF YOU HAVE MORE OF 
IT, YOU CAN GIVE SOME 

OFIT ! 

FOOD FORTHOUGHT: 
In some Schoots there is food 
to eat it. Hence you can becol 

Bod in 
rge of 

tion but no 
school cantøs 

and donate that to other schools, öhy orgation near by 

IN ND 



FlGHT 

WASJE 
G 

ITSA RESoURCE 
MILLIONS GO WITIOUT 

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: 
In some countries approximately half of all the fopd pro qced 

goes to waste. There is engugh foedproduced to feed.ev ye 
the World but because of ourirresponsibleness people go bed 

with empty stomach !!! 



It's more than 
a shame to 
waste food 

These were some of the issues we encountered in 
our school canteen. And other places. 

We humbly request you 
to search for 

@silkly_ woven on 
Instagram because we 
can't attach the link 
here due to size of the 
PDF. 
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